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Peter Decker of the LAPD never dreamed he'd be
spending his honeymoon with his new wife, Rina
Lazarus, in an Orthodox Jewish enclave in Brooklyn,
New York—or that a terrible event would end it so
abruptly. But a boy has vanished from the midst of
this close-knit religious community, a troubled youth
fleeing the tight bonds and strictures he felt were
strangling him. The runaway, Noam, is not traveling
alone. A killer has taken him under his wing to
introduce Noam to a savage world of blood and
terror. And now Decker must find them both
somewhere in America before a psychopath ends
the life of a confused and frightened youngster
whose only sin was to want something more.
"Kellerman is splendid."
A graphic novel adaptation of the classic New York
Times bestseller follows Alex Delaware, as he,
driven by grief, tries to find the truth surrounding the
death of an ex-lover, with the help of his trusted
friend, homicide cop Milo Sturgis.
A gripping detective story set in Las Vegas from New
York Times bestselling author Faye Kellerman
Billionaire Genoa Greeves believes the LAPD should
finally solve the fifteen-year-old execution-style
murder of her favorite teacher, Bennett
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Little—especially now that Hollywood music producer
Primo Ekerling has been slain in an eerily similar
manner: shot and stuffed into the trunk of his
Mercedes-Benz. Lieutenant Peter Decker resents
having to commit valuable manpower to a cold case
simply because a rich woman says, "Jump!" But
when a primary investigator in the Little case, now
retired, suspiciously commits suicide hours after he
and Decker talk, the detective realizes something
evil's connecting the dots in two murders separated
by a decade and a half. Wife Rina Lazarus offers a
cool, rational outlook, as always, despite her growing
concern for her husband's welfare—as past and
present collide with a vengeance, catapulting Decker
ever closer to the edge of an infinite dark abyss.
The thirteenth book in the hugely popular Peter
Decker and Rina Lazarus series from New York
Times bestselling author Faye Kellerman
New York Times bestselling author Kellerman
delivers a riveting collection of 14 crime and mystery
short stories--plus four bonus tales--compiled for the
first time in one volume. THE GARDEN OF EDEN
AND OTHER CRIMINAL DELIGHTS marks the
highly anticipated return of Peter Decker and Rina
Lazarus in three neverbefore- published short
mysteries, including "The Garden of Eden," where
Peter and Rina investigate the death of a neighbor.
The volume also contains two other Decker-Lazarus
short mysteries: "Bull's Eye," introducing Cindy
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Decker, who works with her father to find the killer of
a police academy instructor; and "A Woman of
Mystery," in which Rina and Peter solve the mystery
of a student with amnesia.The nine remaining tales
are classic Kellerman, and include "Mummy and
Jack," cowritten with her son, Jesse.With two bonus
stories and two personal essays drawn from Faye's
personal life, this book is a must-have for all
Kellerman fans and crime fiction enthusiasts alike.
Rina Lazarus has some shocking news for her
husband, LAPD Lieutenant Peter Decker. A horrible
murder has occurred in the family of his half-brother,
Rabbi Jonathan Levin. The rabbi's brother-in-law
was found slain in a seedy hotel room in upper
Manhattan, and the victim's 15-year-old niece, with
whom he was spending the day, is missing. Decker,
with Rina at his side, immediately heads out to New
York to assist in the investigation. But what starts out
as simple inquiries soon evolves into a twisted and
perilous journey -- from the darkened slums of New
Jersey and the deserted industrial streets of New
York to the recesses of sexual perversity and the
hidden meeting places of Hasidic outcasts. Thrust
into a deadly maze of deceit, lies, and danger, the
couple can no longer trust anyone -- friend or family.
And when salvation is finally within Decker's grasp, it
can only be delivered by a depraved lone wolf, hellbent on his own personal vengeance.
Detective Peter Decker and Rina Lazarus return to
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Los Angeles when a kidnapping hits close to
home--in this breathtaking new thriller from New
York Times bestselling author Faye Kellerman. Peter
and his partner, Detective Tyler McAdams, are
thrown into an unsolved case and propelled into
action when a body is found in the very woods where
a man previously went missing in upstate New York.
But that's not the only crisis that Peter has to deal
with. Teresa McLaughlin, the biological mother of
Peter and his wife Rina's foster son, Gabe, has fled
to Los Angeles with her two children in tow, hoping
to avoid a court injunction amid a messy divorce. But
LA is no escape from her problems--she is found by
ruthless men and beaten mercilessly. When she
wakes, barely conscious, Teresa discovers that both
of her children are gone and frantically calls Gabe for
help. With his mother on the verge of death, Gabe
contacts Peter and Rina, as well as his biological
father, the notorious Christopher Donatti, a former hit
man from a known criminal family who's now a
millionaire in Nevada. By bringing Donatti into the
fray, Gabe, Peter, and Rina know they have made a
deal with the devil--but they may not be able to
recover the kids without him. As these unlikely allies
rally to find the kidnappers before things end
tragically, they race headlong toward an explosive
confrontation from which no one will emerge
unscathed...
From the master of the medical thriller, Robin Cook,
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comes Brain, another taut and compelling medical
mystery. Two doctors suspect something is very wrong
at the enormous medical center where they work. And
soon they will put their careers – and their lives – in
deadly jeopardy, as they penetrate the eerie inner
sanctums of a medical world gone mad.
New York Times bestseller Faye Kellerman keeps the
tension high and the pages turning in the fourth book of
her Peter Decker and Rina Lazarus series.
FBI agent Kate O’Hare and charming con man Nicholas
Fox race against time to uncover a buried train filled with
Nazi gold in this thrilling adventure in the “romantic and
gripping” (Good Housekeeping) Fox and O’Hare series
from the #1 New York Times bestselling author Janet
Evanovich. Straight as an arrow special agent Kate
O’Hare and international con man Nick Fox have
brought down some of the biggest criminals out there.
But now they face their most dangerous foe yet—a vast,
shadowy international organization known only as the
Brotherhood. Directly descended from the Vatican Bank
priests who served Hitler during World War II, the
Brotherhood is on a frantic search for a lost train loaded
with $30 billion in Nazi gold, untouched for over seventyfive years somewhere in the mountains of Eastern
Europe. Kate and Nick know that there is only one man
who can find the fortune and bring down the
Brotherhood—the same man who taught Nick everything
he knows—his father, Quentin. As the stakes get higher,
they must also rely on Kate’s own father, Jake, who
shares his daughter’s grit and stubbornness. Too bad
they can never agree on anything. From a remote
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monastery in the Swiss Alps to the lawless desert of the
Western Sahara, Kate, Nick, and the two men who made
them who they are today must crisscross the world in a
desperate scramble to stop their deadliest foe in the
biggest adventure of their lives.
LA detective Peter Decker and Rina Lazarus are back for
another riveting thriller follow-up to 2007’s ‘The Burnt
House’, from the bestselling Faye Kellerman
The twenty-sixth book in the hugely popular Peter
Decker and Rina Lazarus series from New York Times
bestselling author Faye Kellerman
A thrilling story set in Elizabethan London, from New
York Times bestselling author Faye Kellerman
A diamond dealer and his entire family have mysteriously
disappeared from their sprawling Los Angeles manor,
leaving the estate undisturbed and their valuables
untouched. Investigating detective Peter Decker is
stumped—faced with a perplexing case riddled with dead
ends. Then a second dealer is found murdered in
Manhattan, catapulting Decker and his wife, Rina, into a
twisted maze of murder and intrigue that spans the globe
. . . only to touch down dangerously in their own
backyard.
THREE GRIPPING PETER DECKER AND RINA
LAZARUS CRIME NOVELS FROM NEW YORK TIMES
BESTSELLING AUTHOR FAYE KELLERMAN.

This is a new release of the original 1949 edition.
INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER “A
breathless page-turner, driven by the many
revelations Ms. Harper dreams up...You’ll love [her]
sleight of hand...A secret
on every page.” —The New
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York Times “One of the most stunning debuts I've
ever read... Every word is near perfect.” —David
Baldacci A small town hides big secrets in The Dry,
an atmospheric, page-turning debut mystery by
award-winning author Jane Harper. After getting a
note demanding his presence, Federal Agent Aaron
Falk arrives in his hometown for the first time in
decades to attend the funeral of his best friend,
Luke. Twenty years ago when Falk was accused of
murder, Luke was his alibi. Falk and his father fled
under a cloud of suspicion, saved from prosecution
only because of Luke’s steadfast claim that the boys
had been together at the time of the crime. But now
more than one person knows they didn’t tell the
truth back then, and Luke is dead. Amid the worst
drought in a century, Falk and the local detective
question what really happened to Luke. As Falk
reluctantly investigates to see if there’s more to
Luke’s death than there seems to be, long-buried
mysteries resurface, as do the lies that have haunted
them. And Falk will find that small towns have
always hidden big secrets.
Now republished, this classic mystery finds Peter
Decker and Rina Lazarus on their honeymoon in
Brooklyn. When they join the search for a missing
teenager, the trip turns tragic.
When blonde promiscuous Californian high-school
student Cheryl Diggs is murdered, the obvious
suspect is her fellow student, Chris Whitman.
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A thrilling novel from New York Times bestselling
author Lisa Unger about the hunt for a missing girl
and one community’s intricate yet fragile bonds. “[A]
nail-biting nuanced whodunit.”—People Everybody
knows everybody in The Hollows, a quaint, charming
town outside of New York City. It’s a place where
neighbors keep an eye on one another’s kids, where
people say hello in the grocery store, and where high
school cliques and antics are never quite forgotten.
As a child, Maggie found living under the microscope
of small-town life stifling. But as a wife and mother,
she has happily returned to The Hollows’s insular
embrace. As a psychologist, her knowledge of family
histories provides powerful insights into her patients’
lives. So when the girlfriend of her teenage son,
Rick, disappears, Maggie’s intuitive gift proves
useful to the case—and also dangerous. Eerie
parallels soon emerge between Charlene’s
disappearance and the abduction of another local
girl that shook the community years ago when
Maggie was a teenager. The investigation has her
husband, Jones, the lead detective on the case,
acting strangely. Rick, already a brooding teenager,
becomes even more withdrawn. In a town where the
past is always present, nobody is above suspicion,
not even a son in the eyes of his father. As she tries
to reassure him that Rick embodies his father in all
of the important ways, Maggie realizes this might be
exactly what Jones fears most. Determined to
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uncover the truth, Maggie pursues her own leads
into Charlene’s disappearance and exposes a longburied town secret—one that could destroy everything
she holds dear.
In the tradition of Kathy Reichs and Jeffery Deaver, a
talented novelist introduces a gutsy forensic
investigator caught in the middle of an explosive
crisis Early one Thursday morning, forensic scientist
Theresa MacLean is called to the scene of a
gruesome murder. The body of a man has been
found on the front lawn of a house in suburban
Cleveland, the back of his head bashed in. Although
it's not the best start to her day, Theresa has been
through worse. What unfolds during the next eight
hours, though, is nothing she could ever have
imagined. Downtown at the Federal Reserve Bank,
her police detective fiancé is taken hostage with six
others in a robbery masterminded by two clever
criminals. When she arrives at the scene, Theresa
discovers that the police have brought in the city's
best hostage negotiator: handsome, high-profile
Chris Cavanaugh. He hasn't lost a victim yet, but
Theresa wonders if he might be too arrogant to save
the day this time around. When her fiancé is injured,
she seizes the opportunity to trade places with him.
Once on the inside, she will use all her wiles,
experience, and technical skills to gain control of the
situation. But what initially appears to be a bank
heist turns into something far more complex and
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deadly, and Theresa must decide how much more
she is willing to sacrifice in order to save the lives of
innocent people as well as her own.
New York Times bestselling author Faye Kellerman
delivers an electrifying novel of suspense as a young
man’s investigation into his sister’s death draws
him into the path of a sadistic serial killer. He went
searching for the truth. Now a killer has found him.
The more you know, the more there is to fear… Four
years ago, fifteen-year-old Ellen Vicksburg went
missing in the quiet town of River Remez, New
Mexico. Ellen was kind, studious, and universally
liked. Her younger brother, Ben, could imagine
nothing worse than never knowing what happened to
her—until, on the first anniversary of her death, he
found her body in a shallow grave by the river’s
edge. Ben, now sixteen, is committed to finding the
monster who abducted and strangled Ellen. Police
believe she was the victim of a psychopath known as
the Demon. But Ben—a math geek too smart for his
high-school classes—continues to pore over the
evidence at the local police precinct, gaining an
unlikely ally in his school’s popular new girl, Ro
Majors. In his sister’s files, Ben’s analytical mind
sees patterns that don’t fit, tiny threads that he adds
to the clues from other similar unsolved murders. As
the body count rises, a picture emerges of an
adversary who is as cunning and methodical as he is
twisted. At first the police view Ben’s investigation
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with suspicion. Soon his obsession will mark him as
a threat. But uncovering the truth may not be enough
to keep Ben and those he loves safe from a
relentless killer who has nothing left to lose.
From Sister Wives and Big Love to The Book of
Mormon on Broadway, Mormons and Mormonism
are pervasive throughout American popular media.
In Latter-day Screens, Brenda R. Weber argues that
mediated Mormonism contests and reconfigures
collective notions of gender, sexuality, race,
spirituality, capitalism, justice, and individualism.
Focusing on Mormonism as both a meme and an
analytic, Weber analyzes a wide range of
contemporary media produced by those within and
those outside of the mainstream and fundamentalist
Mormon churches, from reality television to feature
films, from blogs to YouTube videos, and from
novels to memoirs by people who struggle to find
agency and personhood in the shadow of the
church's teachings. The broad archive of mediated
Mormonism contains socially conservative values,
often expressed through neoliberal strategies tied to
egalitarianism, meritocracy, and self-actualization,
but it also offers a passionate voice of contrast on
behalf of plurality and inclusion. In this, mediated
Mormonism and the conversations on social justice
that it fosters create the pathway toward an
inclusive, feminist-friendly, and queer-positive future
for a broader culture that uses Mormonism as a
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gauge to calibrate its own values.
Detective team Peter Decker and Rina Lazarus, in
Brooklyn for the Jewish High Holy Days after their
marriage, find themselves on the trail of an Orthodox
teenaged runaway kidnapped by a psychopath.
New York Times bestselling author Faye Kellerman's
beloved Decker and Lazarus embark on a new life in
upstate New York—and find themselves entangled in
deception, intrigue, and murder in an elite, picturesque
college town As a detective lieutenant with the LAPD,
Peter Decker witnessed enough ugliness and chaos for a
lifetime. Now he and his spirited wife, Rina Lazarus, are
ready to enjoy the quiet beauty of upstate New York,
where they can be closer to their four adult children,
grandchildren, and their foster son, Gabe. But working
for the Greenbury Police Department isn't as fulfilling as
Decker hoped. While Rina has adapted beautifully to
their new surroundings, Decker is underwhelmed and
frustrated by his new partner, Tyler McAdams, a former
Harvard student and young buck with a bad attitude. Just
when he thinks he's made a mistake, Decker is called to
an actual crime—a possible break-in at the local
cemetery. The call seems like a false alarm until it's
discovered that a mausoleum's stunning Tiffany panels
have been replaced by forgeries. Soon the case
escalates into murder: a co-ed at an exclusive
consortium of liberal-arts colleges is brutally slaughtered.
Poking into the hallowed halls of academia to find a
killer, Decker and McAdams are drawn deep into a web
of nasty secrets, cold-case crimes, international intrigue,
and ruthless people who kill for sport. Suddenly Decker's
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job is anything but boring, and the case might be too
much to handle for a sleepy town that hasn't seen a
murder for nearly a quarter century. Decker will need to
use every bit of his keen mind, his thirty years of
experience as a homicide cop, and much-appreciated
help from family and old friends to stop a callous killer
and uncover a cabal so bizarre that it defies logic.
The golden skies, the translucent twilight, the white
nights, all hold the promise of youth, of love, of eternal
renewal. The war has not yet touched this city of fallen
grandeur, or the lives of two sisters, Tatiana and Dasha
Metanova, who share a single room in a cramped
apartment with their brother and parents. Their world is
turned upside down when Hitler's armies attack Russia
and begin their unstoppable blitz to Leningrad. Yet there
is light in the darkness. Tatiana meets Alexander, a
brave young officer in the Red Army. Strong and selfconfident, yet guarding a mysterious and troubled past,
he is drawn to Tatiana—and she to him. Starvation,
desperation, and fear soon grip their city during the
terrible winter of the merciless German siege. Tatiana
and Alexander's impossible love threatens to tear the
Metanova family apart and expose the dangerous secret
Alexander so carefully protects—a secret as devastating
as the war itself—as the lovers are swept up in the brutal
tides that will change the world and their lives forever.
Detective Peter Decker of the LAPD is stunned when he
gets the report. Someone has shattered the sanctuary of
a remote yeshiva community in the California hills with
an unimaginable crime. One of the women was brutally
raped as she returned from the mikvah, the bathhouse
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where the cleansing ritual is performed. The crime was
called in by Rina Lazarus, and Decker is relieved to
discover that she is a calm and intelligent witness. She is
also the only one in the sheltered community willing to
speak of this unspeakable violation. As Rina tries to
steer Decker through the maze of religious laws, the two
grow closer. But before they get to the bottom of this
horrendous crime, revelations come to light that are so
shocking, they threaten to come between the hard-nosed
cop and the deeply religious woman with whom he has
become irrevocably linked.
The sixth book in the hugely popular Peter Decker and
Rina Lazarus series from New York Times bestselling
author Faye Kellerman
The nineteenth book in the hugely popular Peter Decker
and Rina Lazarus series from New York Times
bestselling author Faye Kellerman
Surveys the lives and works of some 90 contemporary
women mystery writers, who are among the most
popular authors read today.
For the first time ever, bestselling novelists Jonathan and
Faye Kellermen team up to deliver the launch book in a
thrilling new series of short crime novels. This
book--printed as a reversible volume with two different
covers--contains two stories featuring different detectives
solving crimes in different cities. It’s a reader’s dream
come true: a new series co-written by the royal couple of
crime fiction—Jonathan and Faye Kellerman! Each book
contains two novels jointly written by the duo, featuring
different detectives solving crimes in different cities. “In
the Land of the Giants” has Boston homicide detectives
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Michael MacCain and Doris Sylvestor investigating the
suspicious death of a college basketball star. And in
“Still Life,” the co-worker of a Santa Fe art gallery is
murdered, forcing detectives Darryl Two Moons and
Steve Katz to put aside holiday celebrations and set
things right.
"Our Day" by William Ambrose Spicer. Published by
Good Press. Good Press publishes a wide range of titles
that encompasses every genre. From well-known
classics & literary fiction and non-fiction to forgotten?or
yet undiscovered gems?of world literature, we issue the
books that need to be read. Each Good Press edition
has been meticulously edited and formatted to boost
readability for all e-readers and devices. Our goal is to
produce eBooks that are user-friendly and accessible to
everyone in a high-quality digital format.
Cindy Decker's decision to follow in the footsteps of her
police lieutenant father was never an easy one. For Pete
Decker is, to say the least, overprotective of his only
daughter. So when Cindy begins to wonder if she is
being followed - maybe even stalked - her father is the
last person she can confide in. Frantically trying to
contend with her own raw, gnawing fear whilst balancing
her work and a clandestine relationship with one of
Decker's colleagues, she allows her father access to the
horrific facts only when their cases seem to be on a
collision course. Together they find themselves in
uncharted criminal territory, where snap-second
decisions can make the difference between the life and
death of those you love...
Day of AtonementHarperCollins UK
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Morse had solved so many mysteries in his life. Was he
now, he wondered, beginning to glimpse the solution to
the greatest mystery of them all . . . ? How can the
discovery of a short story by a beautiful Oxford graduate
lead Chief Inspector Morse to her murderer? What
awaits Morse and Lewis in Room 231 of the Randolph
Hotel? Why does a theft at Christmas lead the detective
to look upon the festive season with uncharacteristic
goodwill? And what happens when Morse himself falls
victim to a brilliantly executed crime? Morse's Greatest
Mystery and Other Stories is a dazzling collection of
short stories from Inspector Morse's creator, Colin
Dexter. It includes six ingenious cases for the world's
most popular fictional detective – plus five other
tantalizingly original tales to delight all lovers of classic
crime fiction.
New York Times bestseller! Whether she is belting out
one of her number one hit country songs, cheering on
her NFL-star husband in the stands, working on her
fashion label, Kittenish, or making dinner for her hubby
and three children, Jessie James Decker is constantly on
the move. For years she has been performing and
singing for fans, while also bringing people into her life
through her hit E! show, Eric & Jessie, and Instagram,
where she posts about family, food, and whatever else
happens to be on her mind. Now, in Just Jessie, she
invites you into her home, her marriage, and her kitchen
like never before, sharing the stories that have mattered
the most and the secrets of how she balances everything
with a smile—and often a forkful of comfort food to go
along. From following her childhood music dreams, to
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her struggles with bullying, to finding her soul mate,
Jessie doesn’t hold anything back in this exclusive peek
into her life, going behind the scenes of the best and the
hardest moments and providing the lessons to help you
survive yours as well. With the honesty and humor that
have made her one of the most supportive voices out
there, she offers warm, practical advice about dating,
decor, fashion, beauty, parenting, fitness, keeping
romance alive—and so much more. In addition, Just
Jessie features fifteen of her favorite go-to recipes, going
step by step through her most Instagrammable and
delicious dishes. Whether at home or on the red carpet,
Jessie always finds a way to make it work—and does so
with style and charm. Gorgeously illustrated with neverbefore-seen childhood photos and original photography,
Just Jessie is the essential guide to living life the way it
works for Jessie, inspiring your dreams as you learn how
Jessie made hers a reality.
The New York Times bestselling "master of mystery" ,
Faye Kellerman delivers a riveting novel set in 1920s
Munich, a war-wounded city rocked by political agitation
and stalked by a nameless, barbaric butcher (Cleveland
Plain Dealer). Lustmord - the joy of murder. The terrifying
concept seems apt for the brutal slaying of a beautiful
young society wife dumped in the vast English Garden.
Homicide inspector Axel Berg is horrified by the
crime...and disturbed by the artful arrangement of the
victim's clothes and hair - a madman's portrait of death.
Berg's superiors demand quick answers and a quick
arrest: a vagrant, the woman's husband, anyone who
can be demonized will do. When a second body is
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discovered, the city erupts into panic, the unrest
fomented by the wild-eyed, hate-mongering Austrian
Adolf Hitler and his Brownshirt party of young thugs.
Berg can trust no one as he relentlessly hunts a ruthless
killer, dodging faceless enemies and back-alley intrigue,
struggling to bring a fiend to justice before the country and his life - veer straight into darkness.
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